WARNING:
BAG AND CONTENTS ARE PROPERTY OF USDA

Unauthorized Use, Removal, or Alteration in any Manner without the Expressed Permission of an Authorized Representative of USDA is a violation of the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, as amended and regulations issued thereunder.

The Words "VOID" Appearing on the Green Tape may indicate tampering. Do Not Open Bag. Notify MGC at 720-497-2520.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Indicate Bag Number on Lab Form. Insert in Back Pouch of Bag. Remove strip and seal.

2. Place sample jars into Bag. Place bag print side down on flat surface. Fold Back Green Tape away from Bag Opening. Remove strip to expose adhesive.

3. Press Green Tape firmly and smooth to close.

4. AVOID DIRECT CONTACT WITH DRY ICE!

TO REMOVE CONTENTS – CUT ALONG BOTTOM DOTTED LINE